As one knows, Popescu Rohrlich box allows to simulate random access code with support of one bit -a task impossible both in quantum and classical world. We propose a quantum analogue of this phenomenon. Namely, we define an analogue of random access code, where instead of classical bits, one encodes qubits. We provide a quantum no-signalling box that if supported with two classical bits, allows to simulate a quantum version of random access code. We show that two bits are necessary. We also point out that quantum random access code cannot be fully quantum: when superposition of two opposite decisions "which qubit" is input, the output will be in a mixed state rather than in a superposition of states.
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Introduction. In recent years, we faced rapidly growing interest in analysing systems obeying the constraints of impossibility of instant transmission of messages. The constraints, called no-signaling, are satisfied by quantum mechanics, hence any limitations they pose are also present in quantum mechanics. However, in no-signaling theories, there are objects that exhibit behaviour forbidden by quantum mechanics. One of the basic bricks of no-signaling theories is the so called Popescu-Rohrlich box (PR-box) [1] -a system that possesses much stronger correlations than those allowed by quantum mechanics. It has a remarkable property of being able to simulate so called random access code with the support of only one bit of communication [2] . Namely, suppose that Alice wants to send to Bob one of two bits, so that Bob has the choice which bit he wants to learn. Such scenario is called random access code (RAC). Classically, the only way to ensure this is to send both bits to Bob. In this way he actually can learn both bits. It turns out that if Alice and Bob share PR-box, they can implement it by sending just one bit. This peculiar feature, impossible also in quantum world, was used to formulate the principle of information causality [2] .
A natural question is whether one can have a quantum analogue of this phenomenon. Namely, the PopescuRohrlich box would be replaced by quantum no-signaling box, [3] i.e., a box -completely positive trace preserving map with quantum inputs and quantum outputs, that does not allow to signal. The quantum analogue of random access code is the following: Alice wants to send to Bob one of two qubits so that Bob has the choice which qubit he wants to have. Let us emphasize, that this is a different concept from quantum random access code introduced in [4] and further considered in [5] where qubits are used to simulate the standard random access codeone with classical inputs and outputs -by encoding input classical bits into quantum system, and then decoding the chosen classical bit by measurement. In our case, both inputs and outputs are quantum states.
In this paper, we propose such a quantum no-signaling box that if supported by two bits of classical communication, realizes the above quantum version of RAC. The box is built out of two PR-boxes and two maximally entangled quantum states. We also prove, that the amount of two bits of communication is necessary, by using analogy with quantum teleportation. We then show, that any quantum no-signaling box cannot work as a fully quantum RAC (cf. [6] ): namely, if Bob will input superposition of decisions "which qubit", the output must be a mixture of states of Alice's qubits rather than superposition.
QRAC-box.
In this section, we define no-signaling quantum random access code box (QRAC-box, cf. [7] ), which performs quantum version of random access code, if supplemented with 2 bits of communication. QRACbox is a bipartite device; as usual we call the parties Alice and Bob.
Alice has two qubit inputs and classical output of dimension 4, i.e., two bits (later we show that it is the smallest possible dimension of Alice's classical output). Bob has two inputs: one qubit input and one classical input of dimension 4. He also has one qubit output (see Fig. 1 ). Alice inputs the first qubit in a state |Ψ A and the second qubit in a state |Φ A . She obtains a as her output. When Bob's input b is equal to Alice's output a and his input qubit is in a state |0 R then he obtains a state |Ψ B as his output. On the other hand when Bob's input b is equal to Alice's output a and his input qubit is in a state |1 R then he obtains a state |Φ B as his output. Now if Alice sends her output to Bob, then Bob can obtain Alice's qubit of his choice. He simply inputs b = a. We assume that device cannot signal from one party to the other party, i.e., one party's output cannot depend on the other party's input. We also assume that conditioned on Alice's classical output and Bob's classical input Bob's output state is related to Alice's and Bob's input state by trace preserving completely positive map, i.e, ρ E i are Kraus operators satisfying i E † i E i = I. Superposition. Let us suppose that instead of preparing his qubit in a state |0 R or |1 R and decoding the first or the second Alice's qubit Bob prepares his qubit in a state |ω = α|0 R + β|1 R . What will be his output state when his classical input is equal to Alice's output? Will he obtain a superposition of states |Ψ B and |Φ B ? Below we will answer these questions.
Conditioned on Alice's classical output a and Bob's classical input b Bob's output state is related to Alice's and Bob's input state by trace preserving completely positive map, i.e, ρ
We extend this trace preserving completely positive map to unitary operation U ab acting on a system and environment. Let us check how it acts when Bob prepared his qubit in a state |0 R and |1 R and his input b is equal to Alice's output a. We have
and 
Tracing out Alice's second register, Bob's input register and environment and using orthogonality of states |χ A RE and |χ A RE we obtain that Bob's output state is
We see that Bob obtains a mixture rather than a superposition of states |Ψ B and |Φ B . Communication cost. Let us now find lower bound for minimal amount of classical information which Alice has to send to Bob in order for him to obtain Alice's qubit of his choice. In the next section we present a box which achieves this bound. Let us assume that Bob prepares his input qubit in a state |0 R and tries to obtain the first Alice's qubit. Similar analysis applies when Bob prepares his input qubit in a state |1 R and tries to obtain the second Alice's qubit. We also know from the previous section that there is no need to consider a case when Bob prepares his qubit in a state α|0 R + β|1 R as he can simply measure it and depending on a result of the measurement input a state |0 R or |1 R . In a case when Bob prepares his input qubit in a state |0 R QRAC-box acts just like quantum teleportation. If Alice sends her classical output to Bob and Bob uses it as his classical input, then he obtains the first Alice's qubit. Alice does not have her qubit because she inputed it into the box. It is well known that quantum teleportation requires at least two bits of information [8] , which means that the smallest possible dimension of Alice's classical output is 4.
Implementation of QRAC with entanglement and PRboxes. We show how one can simulate QRAC with two maximally entangled pairs and two PR-boxes. The protocol is based on quantum teleportation and implementation of classical RAC with PR-boxes. Let us suppose that Alice and Bob share two maximally entangled pairs of qubits and two PR-boxes (see Fig. 2 ). Alice performs the Bell measurement on the first qubit and her qubit from the first maximally entangled pair and obtains twobit result a 1 a 0 . Similarly, she performs the Bell measurement on the second qubit and her qubit from the second maximally entangled pair and obtains two-bit result a 1 a 0 . Now Alice inputs a 0 ⊕a 0 into the first PR-box, and a 1 ⊕ a 1 into the second PR-box and obtains outputs Bell measurements (BM) -the first one on her first input qubit and her qubit from the first maximally entangled pair, and the second one on her second input qubit and her qubit from the second maximally entangled pair. Results of the measurements are represented by two two-bit strings -a 1 a 0 in the case of the first measurement and a 1 a 0 in the case of the second measurement. She inputs a 0 ⊕ a 0 into the first PR-box and a 1 ⊕ a 1 into the second PR-box and obtains outputs A 0 and A 1 respectively. Alice's classical two-bit output a = a 1 a 0 (see Fig. 1 ) is given by a 0 = a 0 ⊕ A 0 and a 1 = a 0 ⊕ A 1 . If Bob wants to obtain the first (second) Alice's qubit he inputs 0 (1) into both PR-boxes and obtains outputs B 0 and B 1 . Then he applies one of four unitary operations (U B ) to his qubit from the first (second) maximally entangled pair and discards the other qubit. The choice of unitary operation depends on B 0 ⊕ a 0 and B 1 ⊕ a 1 .
A 0 and A 1 . She sends a 0 ⊕ A 0 and a 1 ⊕ A 1 to Bob. If Bob wants to obtain the first Alice's qubit (corresponding to the state of his qubit input |0 ) he inputs 0 both into the first PR-box and into the second PR-box. He obtains outputs B 0 and B 1 respectively. Then he calcu-
and learns which unitary operation he has to apply to his qubit from the first maximally entangled pair. After application of unitary operation the qubit will be in a state equal to the initial state of the first Alice's qubit. Bob also discards his qubit from the second maximally entangled pair. If Bob wants to obtain the second Alice's qubit (corresponding to state of his qubit input |1 ) he inputs 1 into both the first PR-box and the second PR-box and learns which unitary operation he has to apply to his qubit from the second maximally entangled pair (now b 0 = a 0 ⊕ A 0 ⊕ B 0 = a 0 ⊕ a 0 ⊕ a 0 = a 0 and b 1 = a 1 ⊕ A 1 ⊕ B 1 = a 1 ⊕ a 1 ⊕ a 1 = a 1 ). In a general case when Bob prepared his qubit in a state α|0 R + β|1 R he first performs a measurement on it in computational basis and then conditioned on the result of the measurement he decodes one of Alice's qubits. Summary. We introduced nonsignaling quantum random access code box -a device which enables Bob to obtain one of two Alice's qubits when Alice sends Bob two bits of classical information. It is important that Bob can choose which qubit he wants to obtain. We investigated properties of such a box and showed that two bits is a minimal amount of classical information which Alice has to send to Bob, i.e., under reasonable assumption a box which requires smaller amount of classical information cannot be constructed even theoretically. We also showed how the box can be implemented with entanglement and PR-boxes.
